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Many methodologies for clock mesh networks have 
been introduced for two-dimensional integrated circuit 
clock distribution networks, such as methods to reduce the 
total wirelength for power consumption and to reduce the 
clock skew variation through consideration of buffer 
placement and sizing. In this paper, we present a 
methodology for clock mesh to reduce both the clock skew 
and the total wirelength in three-dimensional integrated 
circuits. To reduce the total wirelength, we construct a 
smaller mesh size on a die where the clock source is not 
directly connected. We also insert through-silicon vias 
(TSVs) to distribute the clock signal using an effective 
clock TSV insertion algorithm, which can reduce the total 
wirelength on each die. The results of our proposed 
methods show that the total wirelength was reduced by 
12.2%, the clock skew by 16.11%, and the clock skew 
variation by 11.74%, on average. These advantages are 
possible through increasing the buffer area by 2.49% on 
the benchmark circuits. 
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I. Introduction 

The CMOS technology process is continuing to decline, and 
as the design of its integrated circuits becomes more complex, 
the capability to optimize performance is fast approaching the 
limit. Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) using 
through-silicon vias (TSVs) have attracted considerable 
attention as an important technology; these are continuing the 
decreasing technology process trend that Moore predicted [1]. 
A 3D IC connects multiple dies that are vertically stacked on 
top of each other. The TSVs are used to connect the vertically 
stacked dies. A TSV is a via through the dies. This 3D stacking 
technology can significantly reduce mean and maximum 
wirelength; power consumption; chip area; and signal delay 
[2]–[3]. The methods of reducing the wirelength with TSVs in 
3D ICs can also be applied to clock distribution networks [4]–
[6].  

A clock distribution network functions to propagate a clock 
signal from a clock source to clock sinks. The clock skew is 
defined as the maximum difference of a clock signal’s arrival 
time from a clock source to all of the clock sinks. A high clock 
skew directly affects the maximum frequency and timing of 
circuits, which leads to a degradation of chip performance. 
According to the International Technology Roadmap for 
Semiconductors projection [7], the clock skew is generally 
required to be less than 3% to 4% of a clock period in a clock 
network design. To reduce the clock skew variation, many 
methods have been studied including variation-aware buffer 
and wire sizing [8], variation-aware routing [9], link insertion 
in clock trees [10], and leaf-level mesh [11]–[12]. Among these 
different methods to reduce clock skew variation, the leaf-level 
mesh with a top-level tree demonstrates highly effective results 
in several commercial chips [11]. The clock mesh network 
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connects the clock sinks to the metal wires by intersecting 
vertical and horizontal metal wires. The clock signal is 
distributed from a clock source with a top-level tree to the 
clock sinks through the mesh driver located on the vertical and 
horizontal metal wire intersection. The clock mesh network 
requires more resources, including wirelength and power, than 
the clock tree network [11]. In addition, in a 3D clock mesh 
network, the wirelength is increased in proportion to the 
number of dies. For this reason, clock trees is more actively 
researched than clock mesh. 

However, a clock mesh network guarantees a global skew 
variation, while a clock tree network guarantees a local skew 
variation. Well known for having a low global skew variation, 
the clock mesh network is mainly used in microprocessor 
design for high performance. With this in mind, researches on 
3D clock mesh networks focus on reducing resources such as 
wirelength and power. 

Because of the advantages of a clock mesh network, many 
studies related to mesh synthesis and optimization have been 
conducted [12]–[20]. The work of [13] proposed to remove 
only mesh wires that did not significantly impact on the clock 
skew of the mesh. The authors in [13] also suggest the method 
of buffer placement and sizing. The work of [14] aims at 
connecting clock sinks to mesh wires using a Steiner tree 
avoiding individually connecting clock sinks to mesh wires in 
an effort to reduce the stub wire of the mesh. A method is 
proposed in [12] to determine the buffer driver insertion and 
sizing and to remove the mesh wire for power consumption. In 
[15], the authors consider a timing delay on the path of the 
combinational circuits to determine the size of the initial mesh, 
by considering the timing when the clock mesh is constructed. 
A non-uniform clock mesh grid is proposed in [16]–[17] to 
reduce power consumption. A method is proposed in [18] to 
generate the clock mesh grid wires using an integer linear 
programming formulation to minimize the wirelength of the 
mesh. The works of [19] and [20] propose methods to 
simultaneously reduce the wires of a mesh grid and the stub 
wires of the mesh by placing the mesh grid wires close to the 
clock sinks. A method is proposed in [21]–[22] to determine 
the initial mesh size by considering the clock skew and 
wirelength. They also proposed a method for buffer placement, 
sizing, and wire sizing. In these works with 2D clock mesh 
networks, the clock signal is propagated to clock sinks in the x- 
and y-direction. However, in a 3D clock mesh network, the 
designs are more complicated because the clock signal is 
propagated to the clock sinks in three directions (x-, y-, and z-
direction) using clock TSVs. In this sense, conventional 2D 
clock mesh network methods [12]–[22] did not consider the 
method of clock TSV insertion for propagating the clock signal 
on multiple dies. When a conventional 2D clock mesh network 

is directly applied to a 3D IC by using clock TSVs regularly 
inserted at nodes of the mesh, the low skew variation is 
guaranteed but wirelength is increased. The wirelength is 
directly affected by the position and number of clock TSVs, 
and any unnecessary increases in wirelength can cause thermal 
issues on a 3D IC consisting of multiple vertically stacked dies. 
In addition, if a conventional 2D clock mesh network is 
directly applied to a 3D IC without using TSV insertion, then 
the reliability of the chip is decreased. Also, this method will 
not guarantee the global clock skew variation and will lead to a 
decrease in chip performance. For these reasons, it is necessary 
to study 3D ICs consisting of 3D clock mesh networks with 
clock TSVs.  

In this work, we present an effective method to reduce the 
clock skew and wirelength using clock TSVs in a 3D clock 
mesh network. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 
■ We propose a method to select the size of the mesh on each 

die. By inserting clock TSVs, the proposed mesh size 
selection algorithm has a lower clock skew than the clock 
skew constraint. Additionally, the mesh size selection 
algorithm can reduce the total clock mesh wirelength by 
decreasing the wirelength of the clock mesh grid.  

■ We present a method to insert clock TSVs close to clock 
sinks. The proposed clock TSV insertion and local mesh 
sizing methods achieve a low clock skew variation, although 
the size of the mesh is sparse. This is possible since the clock 
TSVs are inserted close to the clock sinks. 

■ We suggest a clock buffer assignment method to reduce the 
clock skew variation caused by an imbalanced stub 
wirelength. A proposed buffer assignment method can reduce 
the clock skew variation by inserting a buffer at regular 
intervals on the wires that go from the mesh driver to the 
clock sink. Additionally, the proposed buffer assignment 
method selects the number of buffers that can minimally 
reduce the clock skew. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 

we discuss the preliminary research and background for the 2D 
clock mesh design. In Section III, the proposed 3D clock mesh 
design methodology is explained in detail. In Section IV, the 
simulation results are presented. The paper ends with 
concluding remarks in Section V. 

II. Preliminary Research and Background of 2D 
Clock Mesh Network Design 

The most important elements in clock mesh design are the 
wirelength and clock skew. In a clock mesh network, because 
of a wire’s resistance and capacitance, wirelength affects power 
consumption. A high clock skew degrades the maximum 
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operating frequency of the chip and causes a signal timing 
issue. We present stub and mesh grid wires, which are affected 
by the mesh size in a 2D clock mesh network (see Section II-1). 
In Section II-2, clock skew and the size of the mesh in a 2D 
clock mesh network are discussed. 

 1. Wirelength in a 2D Clock Mesh Network 

 In a 2D clock mesh network, the total wirelength Ltotal is 
calculated as follows: 

total top mesh stub ,L L L L               (1) 

where Ltop is the wirelength of the top-level tree, Lmesh is the 
wirelength of the mesh grid wire, and Lstub represents the stub 
wirelength of the stub wire, which is the wire connecting the 
mesh grid to the clock sink (see Fig. 1). The stub and mesh grid 
wires implicitly affect the power consumption of the circuit. As 
the wirelength increases, the entire capacitance and power 
consumption of the circuit are increased. Consequently, to 
reduce power consumption in the clock mesh network, we 
need to reduce both the length of the stub wires and the mesh 
grid wires. In this paper, to reduce Lmesh, we select the smallest 
possible mesh size such that the selected mesh has a lower 
clock skew than the clock skew constraint constraint

skewt . We simply 
insert clock TSVs to reduce Lstub. 

2. Clock Skew in 2D Clock Mesh Networks 

In [13], the global clock skew tskew is estimated as follows:  

buf max
skew skew mesh max stub stub( ) ( ),t t D d D L          (2) 

where constraint
skewt  is the skew introduced by the difference in the 

maximum and minimum delay on the mesh driver, Dmesh(dmax) 
is the maximum delay from the mesh drivers to the points 
where the stub wires meet with the mesh grid wires, and 

max
stub stub( )D L  is the maximum delay from the points where the 

stub wires meet with the mesh grid wires to the clock sinks. In 
(2), Dmesh(dmax) and max

stub stub( )D L  must be reduced to decrease 
the clock skew. As we move to the right in Fig. 1, the size of 
the mesh is increased and tskew is reduced, because the  
 

   

Fig. 1. Clock mesh size. 
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Dmesh(dmax) and max
stub stub( )D L  are reduced. However, as the size 

of the mesh increases, the number of horizontal and vertical 
metal wires increases. Therefore, in this paper, we suggest a 
method to construct a clock mesh network that considers both 
Ltotal and tskew. 

III. Proposed Methodology 

1. Overview 

The flow of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 2. The 
first step is the selection of the mesh size. The uniform size of 
the mesh on each die is selected when the size of the mesh has 
both the minimal total wirelength and a lower clock skew  
than the clock skew constraint. After the size of the mesh is 
selected, the buffer-inserted top-level tree is constructed to 
simultaneously transfer the clock signal from a clock source to 
all of the clock sinks. A clock TSV at the center of die 1 is 
inserted to transfer the clock signal from die 1 to die 2 with 
minimum wirelength. After the initial mesh construction, clock 
TSVs are inserted and the local mesh–sizing algorithm is 
performed to reduce max

stub stub( )D L . In the last step, the buffer 
assignment, the buffers are inserted to reduce the delay that 
occurs in the imbalanced Lstub. 

2. Mesh Size Selection 

As mentioned in Section II, the size of the mesh affects both 
the wirelength and the clock skew. In Fig. 1, it can be seen that 
the denser the clock mesh, the lower the value of Lstub. The 
global clock skew tskew of a 3D IC is represented below 

buf max
skew skew mesh max stub stub TSV( ) ( ) ,t t D d D L D        (3) 

where the variable DTSV is the delay caused by inserting the 
 
 

Fig. 2. Flow of proposed methodology. 
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode for mesh size selection procedure. 

Algorithm 1. Mesh size selection algorithm. 
Input: clock sink locations on each die, skew constraint, #TSVmax

Output: mesh size with a minimum Ltotal 
1: for each die i do 
2:  initialize m, n = 1; 
3:  calculate the sink die1D   and sink die 2;D   

4:  while (tskew > 
constraint
skewt ) do 

5:   if (# TSVmesh < # TSVmax) 
6:    TSV insertion and local mesh sizing;  
7:    Increment value of # TSVmesh by 1; 
8:   else 
9:    m = m + 1; 
10:   n = n + 1; 
11:   calculate the sink die1D   and sink die 2;D   

12:    if (tskew < 
constraint
skewt ) 

13:     return m, n stop; 
14:  end while 
15: end for 

 
 
clock TSVs between die 1 and die 2. The total wirelength Ltotal 
is represented as 

total top mesh stub TSV ,L L L L L             (4) 

where the variable LTSV is the total wirelength of the inserted 
clock TSVs. We assume that the all clock TSVs have the same 
wirelength. After the clock signal is instantaneously transferred 
to each mesh node, the mesh that has a lower Lmesh and Lstub 
also has a lower tskew. However, through (4), the sparser mesh 
has a lower total wirelength than the denser mesh. Therefore, 
we need to select the size of the mesh by considering both the 
total wirelength and the clock skew.  

There are many works that consider the above elements 
when selecting the mesh size in a two-dimensional integrated 
circuit. A method is proposed in [23] to select the minimum 
mesh size so as to reduce both the wirelength and the clock  
skew on each voltage domain. In [21], the constraints of the 
clock skew and wirelength are considered when the initial 
mesh is constructed so that the total wirelength is lower than 
Lconst and the clock skew is lower than constraint

skewt .  
The proposed mesh size selection algorithm expands upon 

the initial mesh sizing method of [21] for a 3D clock mesh 
network with clock TSVs. To select the mesh size of minimal 
wirelength, we select a candidate mesh size and insert clock 
TSVs using our proposed method of clock TSV insertion. After 
the above procedure, we select the mesh size of minimum 
wirelength by calculating the clock skew. In this paper, we 
assume that the vertical metal wire m and horizontal metal wire 
n for the clock mesh are of the same value. In physical IC 
design, a uniform clock mesh is generally preferred since the 
mesh grid can be placed between uniform power rails to 

prevent crosstalk [17]. The detailed proposed mesh size–
selection algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. 

The proposed mesh size–selection method selects the mesh 
size having minimum total wirelength when the clock skew of 
the selected mesh is lower than clock skew constraint. The 
inputs of the proposed mesh size–selection algorithm are the 
location of the clock sinks on each die, the clock skew 
constraint, and the maximum number of TSVs (TSVmax). We 
select the minimum candidate mesh size so as to obtain the 
minimum total wirelength (line 2 of Fig. 3). The delay from the 
clock source to the clock sinks on each die is calculated using 
(5) and (6) with the Elmore delay model (line 3 of Fig. 3). The 
delay sink die1D   from the clock source to the clock sink 
located on die 1, where it is directly connected with the clock 
source, is represented as (5) by Elmore delay modeling. 

  w
sink die1 d w s w s sd d2

.
C

D R C C R C D D
       
 

   (5) 

In (5), Rd and Rw are the resistance of the mesh driver and the 

resistance of the wire, respectively. The variables Dd, Dsd, Cw, 

and Cs are the intrinsic delay of the mesh driver, the delay from 

the clock source to the mesh driver, the capacitance of the wire, 

and the capacitance of the clock sink, respectively. The delay 

sink die 2D   from the clock source to the clock sink located on 

die 2, where the clock signal is transferred from the clock 

source to the clock sink through the clock TSVs, is represented 

as (6) by Elmore delay modeling. 

TSV
sink die2 d TSV d TSV Tb

w
Tb Tb w s w s

sd d

( ) ( )
2

( ) ( )
2

.

C
D R C C R C

C
D R C C R C

D D

    

    

 

      (6) 

The variables RTSV and RTb are the resistance of the clock 
TSV and the resistance of the clock TSV buffer, respectively. 
The variables CTSV, Cd, CTb, and DTb are the capacitance of 
the clock TSV, mesh driver, clock TSV buffer, and the 
intrinsic delay of the clock TSV buffer, respectively. The 
delay models of the wire, clock TSV, and clock buffer are 
shown in Fig. 4. 

To calculate the delay from the mesh driver on die 1 to the 

clock sinks on dies 1 and 2, we use the delay model illustrated 
in Fig. 4. If the calculated tskew is higher than constraint

skewt , then 

clock TSVs are inserted to reduce tskew (lines 4–7). The 

insertion of the clock TSVs is performed using Algorithm 2 
(introduced in Section III-4). If tskew is higher than constraint

skewt  

after the maximum number of TSVs is inserted, then the above 

process is repeated by increasing the size of the mesh by one 
(lines 8–10). During this iteration, the size of the mesh is  
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Fig. 4. Delay models of (a) wire, (b) clock TSV, and (c) clock 
buffer. 
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selected when the clock skew is less than clock skew constraint 

set by the designer (lines 12–13). 

3. Initial Mesh Construction 

After the candidate mesh size is selected, an initial clock 
TSV needs to be inserted to transfer the clock signal from die 1 
to die 2. This is inserted at the center of die 1 so as to propagate 
the clock signal from die 1 to die 2 with minimum wirelength. 

 4. TSV Insertion and Local Mesh Size 

In this step, clock TSVs are inserted on die 1 so that the clock 
signal is propagated to the clock sinks on die 2. We calculate 
the delay from the clock source to the clock sink with (5) and 
(6). To obtain a clock skew value that is less than the clock 
skew constraint, a clock TSV is inserted near to the clock sink 
having the largest delay from the clock source located in die 2. 
Figure 5 shows the clock TSV insertion process with a three-
step search, and Fig. 6 shows the detailed procedure of the 
clock TSV insertion method. 

We assume that the clock sink with the largest delay from the 
clock source — namely, the target sink — is located at (xs, ys, 
zs) on die 2 (see Fig. 5(a)). The candidate location of a clock 
TSV (xk, yk, zs) is determined so as to be on the same die as the 
target sink. The detailed procedure for inserting a clock TSV is 
as follows. The variables i and n are the number of steps and 
the number of horizontal (and also vertical) metal wires, 
respectively. 

A. Step. 1 (i = 1) 

We select the center of each mesh grid as a candidate 
location for the insertion of a clock TSV ((xk, yk, zs), line 1). To 
insert a clock TSV close to the target sink (xs, ys, zs), the 
distance between the candidate locations and the location of the 
target sink are compared using (line 2) 

   2

dist ( ), ( ), ( )

, , 1, 2, , .

s k s k s kx x y y z z

s k N N n

   

  
       (7) 

As the distances between (xk, yk, zs) and (xs, ys, zs) decrease in  

 

Fig. 5. Clock TSV insertion with three-step search on die 2. 
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Fig. 6. Pseudocode for TSV insertion and local mesh sizing. 

Algorithm 2. TSV insertion and clock mesh sizing. 
Input: clock sink locations in 3D(xs, ys, zs), mesh size of each die
Output: clock mesh network with TSVs 
1: (xk, yk, zs) = center location of mesh grid N 
2: calculate the dist by (7); 
3: for (i = 1, i < 4) do 
4:  update (xk, yk, zs) to (xi, yi, zs) with the shortest dist; 
5:   increment value of i by 1; 
6:     for (t = 0, T < 4) do 
7:      calculate the dist by (7); 
8:      increment value of T by 1; 
9:     end for 
10: end for 
11: compare the dist from (xk, yk, zs) to (x1, y1, zs), (x2, y2, z2),

(x3, y3, z3) 
12: insert TSV at the location with minimized dist  

13: increase the size of local mesh at TSV inserted position on
(xi, yi, zs–1) 

 
 
length, so the wirelength between the target sink and a clock 
TSV will also decrease. We select the candidate location (xi, yi, 
zs) for the insertion of a clock TSV by using the lowest value 
from the results of (7) (line 4). 

B. Step. 2 (i = 2) 

The mesh grid that is selected in Section III-4-A, including a 
candidate location from the result of Section III-4-A, is bisected 
in both the vertical and horizontal directions by the candidate 
location. Each center location of the resulting four regions then 
becomes a new candidate location for a clock TSV (xk, yk, zs); 
these TSVs can be inserted using 

1 1

0

1

1
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , 0),

2 2
(1, 1, 0),

 (1, 1, 0).

k k k i i s T i i

x y
x y z x x z M

n
t

t

  


 

     (8) 

In (8), T is the set consisting of the center locations t0, t1, t2, and 
t3, of the four regions, divided in both the vertical and 
horizontal directions by the clock TSV location (xi–1, yi–1, zs). 
The location of the clock TSV (xi, yi, zs) in Section III-4-B is the 
lowest value from the results of (7) (lines 7–8 and 4). 
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C. Step. 3 (i = 3) 

In this step, the process performed in Section III-4-B is 
repeated. Through these processes, the candidate location of the 
clock TSV(x3, y3, z3) that is selected in this step may not be the 
closest location to the target sink. In other words, the distance 
from the target sink to the selected location in this step may not 
be closer than the same corresponding distances found in the 
previous steps. Therefore, to insert the clock TSV at the closest 
possible location to the target sink, the results of all three steps 
are compared (lines 11–12). The clock signal will be 
propagated to die 2 through a clock TSV from die 1 when the 
clock TSV is vertically inserted. After the clock TSV is 
connected to a mesh node on die 1, the clock signal is 
transferred simultaneously to both the mesh nodes, where the 
clock TSV is connected, and the other mesh nodes on die 2. 
However, the proposed clock TSV insertion algorithm may not 
situate the clock TSV at the position of the mesh node on die 1. 
To solve the above issue, we proposed a method to locally 
increase the size of the mesh on die 1. When the size of the 
mesh is locally increased, the mesh nodes are added. The clock 
TSV is inserted at the added mesh node on die 1 (line 13). The 
method for locally increasing the size of the mesh on die 1 is 
described in Fig. 7 below. 

The vertical and horizontal mesh wires are generated at the 
clock TSV location on die 1 and expand in the vertical and 
horizontal directions of the points until the uniform mesh grid 
wires are connected. Figure 7(a) shows the location of a clock 
TSV determined in step 1, and Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) show the 
locally increased size of the mesh on die 1 when a clock TSV 
is inserted. Figure 8 shows an example of the increased size of 
mesh on die 1. The clock TSVs that are inserted close to the 
target sinks, by Algorithm 2, affect the delay from the clock 
source to not only the target sink but also the other clock sinks. 
Therefore, the clock skews are recalculated by using (5) and (6). 
The clock TSV insertion is repeated until the clock skew is less 
than the clock skew constraint. The iteration is completed when 
the maximum number of clock TSVs (# TSVmax) have been 
used. 

Figure 8(a) shows the inserted clock TSVs on the clock 

 

Fig. 7. Size of the mesh on die 1 is locally increased by inserting 
the clock TSV: (a) locations of a clock TSV as 
determined in steps 1–3, and (b)–(d) size of the mesh 
locally increased at die 1. 
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Fig. 8. 3D clock mesh with clock TSVs: (a) clock TSV insertion 
between die 1 and die 2, and (b) clock sinks connected to 
a clock TSV on die 2 and the locally increased size of the 
mesh at die 1. 
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mesh. Figure 8(b) shows an example of the clock TSV on die 2 
that connects not only to the target sink but also to other clock 
sinks; they are connected at the clock TSV if the distance from 
the clock TSV is closer than the nearby mesh nodes. 

5. Buffer Assignment 

The stub wirelength on die 2 is relatively longer than that on 
die 1 because the size of the mesh on die 1 is larger than that of 
die 2. As the wirelength is increased, the signal delay from the 
clock source to the clock sinks is generally increased since both 
the capacitance and resistance of the wire are increased [24]. In 
this step, we propose a method to assign buffers to reduce the 
delay from the longer stub wirelength. The method to insert 
buffers to reduce the delay is well studied in [24]–[25]. The 
proposed method in [25] assumes that the distance from the 
source to the nearest buffer is x and that the distance between 
each buffer is y. However, the delay equations proposed in [25] 
are complex and have a lot of variables. In [24], the authors 
assume that the distance between each buffer is x; therefore, the 
delay equations are more simple than in [25]. In this paper, we 
proposed a buffer assignment method to find the optimized 
number of buffers using the simple delay equation presented in 
[24], which can reduce the delay. We assume that all of the 
wire parameters, such as the capacitance per unit length and the 
resistance per unit length, are the same; although these 
parameters are in fact different. We assume that a number of 
buffers, k, are inserted between either the clock TSV on die 2 or 
the mesh driver on die 1 and the clock sink. To insert the 
buffers on the highly delayed wire, the buffers are selected in 
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the buffer library. To find k, the minimum delay Dm is obtained 
by 

 

   

   

 

2
m Tb w b Tb w w w b

2
b w b b w w w w b

2

b w s b w w

w s

1

2
1

1
2

1

2
.

D R c x C D r c x r xC

k R c x C D r c x r c C

R c L kx C D r c L kx

r L kx C

    

        

       

 

(9)  

In (9), RTb, Rb, rw, and cw are the resistance of the buffer with 
the clock TSV, the resistance of the buffer, the resistance per 
unit length of wire, and the capacitance per unit length of wire, 
respectively. The variables Cb, Cs, DTb, and Db are the 
capacitance of the clock buffer, clock sink, the intrinsic delay of 
the buffer with the clock TSV, and clock buffer, respectively. 
We assume that the clock buffers are inserted at the position 
where the wirelength L from a clock TSV buffer to a clock sink 
is divided by k + 1. According to this assumption, the distance 
between each buffer is 1( 1)x k   . We assign x to (9), and 
the delay Dm is represented as follows: 
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According to the method in [25], it is effective to insert a 
buffer when the delay from the buffer insertion is less than the 
delay without the buffer. This method is generalized as follows: 

   m m1 .D k D k              (11) 

Equation (10) is assigned to (11), and the result is represented 
as follows: 
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Rearranging (12) in terms of k we have 
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Then, the solution of (13) is as follows: 
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           (14) 

We are able to obtain the optimal number of buffers k with 
the minimum delay Dm by using (14). The clock skew tskew is 
then calculated. If the calculated clock skew is greater than the 
clock skew constraint, then the above procedure is repeated for 
the highly delayed wire until the clock skew is lower than the 
clock skew constraint. 

IV. Simulation Results 

1. Design Environment 

The algorithms were implemented in C++, and simulations 
were run on a Linux workstation with 2 GB of RAM. The 
proposed methods were verified using experiments performed 
on the ISCAS89 and ISPD 2010 benchmark circuits. The 
proposed method uses an existing placement result as the input. 
We compared our result with the result from the 2D clock 
mesh network in [21] and [22] because the clock mesh 
network in a 3D IC has not yet been presented. The study in 
[21] and [22] only constructed a 2D clock mesh network. We 
expand the results from [21] and [22] to a 3D clock mesh 
network. To do this, we stacked the same two dies vertically. 
The nominal skew constraint is 75 ps, which is the same as in 
[21]. We used 12 different buffer sizes with a maximum-
capacitance limit ranging from 60 fF to 300 fF; this is the same 
as in [21]. We used buffer sizes with a maximum-capacitance 
limit ranging from 60 fF in the proposed Algorithm 3. The 
clock skew constraint used in Algorithms 1 and 2 is 50 ps. The 
clock skew constraint used in Algorithm 3 is 35 ps. We also 
used the same 65 nm technology parameters, transistor model 
from [21], and a similar set of benchmark circuits. In this paper, 
the resistance of the clock TSV is 0.053 Ω, and the  
capacitance of the clock TSV is 27.9 fF. The variation 
parameters considered are the buffer channel lengths, power 
supply variation, and sink load capacitance variation. These 
parameters are varied with a 5% standard deviation from their 
nominal value. We model the effects of the variation in the top-
level tree in a similar way as [21] by modeling the input arrival 
time for the mesh drivers with a random variable. We used a 
range of ±25 ps for the clock skew between two mesh drivers 
and used the same slew for all of the mesh buffers. The 
methods used in the simulation are presented as follows: 
■ In [21] and [22], the clock mesh was only constructed as a 2D 
clock mesh network. Therefore, we expanded the method from 
[21] and [22] to a 3D clock mesh network to compare our 
proposed TSV insertion, local mesh sizing, and buffer 
assignment method. We construct a 3D clock mesh by 
vertically stacking two identical dies that have a 2D clock 
mesh; this is proposed in [21] and [22]. To connect the two dies, 
the same number of clock TSVs were used in the proposed 
method and were inserted at regular space intervals. This 
approach is denoted by “[21]_EX” and “[22]_EX” in our 
tables. 
■ We construct a 3D clock mesh by applying the proposed 
Algorithm 3 to [21]_EX to demonstrate the effects of our 
proposed buffer assignment algorithm. This approach is 
denoted by “[21]_EX with buffer” in our tables. 
■ We run our 3D clock mesh algorithm on the clock mesh 
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Table 1. Comparison of clock mesh with maximum skew of ±50 ps between mesh buffers and a slew of 50±10 ps on ISCAS benchmarks.

BA WL µskew σskew Benchmark 

(# sinks) 
Method 

µm2 Ratio µm Ratio ps ps 

[21]_EX 63.2 1.29 65382 1.14 31.8 8.7 

[21]_EX with buffer 69.6 1.42 65382 1.14 28.7 6.1 

[22]_EX 51.4 1.05 65382 1.14 30.1 7.4 

S5378 

(165) 

Proposal 48.7 1.00 57040 1.00 29.3 6.9 

[21]_EX 168.5 1.10 245858 1.16 19 4.5 

[21]_EX with buffer 177.4 1.16 245858 1.16 17.1 3.8 

[22]_EX 152.6 0.99 245858 1.16 18.1 4.5 

S13207 

(500) 

Proposal 152.5 1.00 210311 1.00 17.9 4.6 

[21]_EX 200.5 1.06 218550 1.23 19.2 4.0 

[21]_EX with buffer 214.1 1.13 218550 1.23 17.2 3.1 

[22]_EX 189.1 1.01 218550 1.23 17.8 3.8 

S15850 

(566) 

Proposal 188.7 1.00 176445 1.00 17.8 3.5 

[21]_EX 536.2 1.05 637424 1.13 23.7 5.1 

[21]_EX with buffer 588.2 1.15 637424 1.13 21.0 3.0 

[22]_EX 510.5 1.01 637424 1.13 21.9 3.6 

S35932 

(1426) 

Proposal 509.4 1.00 559993 1.00 21.6 3.4 

[21]_EX 658.4 1.02 761346 1.10 28.7 4.9 

[21]_EX with buffer 742.0 1.15 761346 1.10 24.4 2.9 

[22]_EX 646.6 1.01 761346 1.10 26.9 4.4 

S38584 

(1728) 

Proposal 640.6 1.00 689531 1.00 25.6 3.6 

 

 
obtained from the clock mesh sizing, clock TSV insertion, and 
buffer assignment. This approach is denoted by “Proposal” in 
our tables. 

2. Results 

Table 1 shows the results of the 3D clock mesh network with 
the maximum clock skew of ±50 ps between mesh drivers 
and a slew of 50 ± 10 ps on ISCAS benchmarks. The 
parameters in Table 1 are “BA” for the buffer area, “WL” for 
the total wirelength, “µskew” for the mean deviation of the clock 
skew, and “σskew” for the standard deviation of clock skew. The 
parameters µskew and σskew are obtained through a Monte Carlo 
simulation in HSPICE. The columns under “Ratio” are the 
relative value with respect to “Proposal.” For the ISCAS 
benchmarks, the proposed buffer assignment method, denoted 
by “[21]_EX with buffer,” shows the clock skew results 
reduced by 11.31% and the clock skew variation reduced by 
30.02%, on average, compared to the method in [21]. However, 
the buffer area is generally increased when the clock buffers are 
inserted. Our proposed buffer assignment method increases the 

 
buffer area by 8.92%, on average, by inserting the buffers. 

The method with the iterative deletion of the buffer, which is 
proposed in [22], shows better performance than our buffer 
insertion algorithm. However, our proposed method with 
Algorithms 1 and 2, as well as the buffer assignment, shows a 
better performance in terms of buffer area, wirelength, and 
clock skew variation. 

Table 2 shows the results of the 3D clock mesh network on 
ISPD 2010 benchmarks. Our proposed algorithm shows the 
clock skew results reduced by 4.2% and the wirelength 
reduced by 12.2%, on average, compared to the method in [22], 
which is expanded to the 3D clock mesh network. Table 3 
shows the effects of variation on the top-level tree by modeling 
the input arrival time for the mesh drivers. The different 
parameter in Table 3 is the skew variation, which represents the 
clock skew difference between the mesh drivers. We obtained 
the reduced total wirelength and clock skew shown in Table 1 
and Table 2. These results show the effectiveness of our 
proposed methods. When we assign the variation of skew to 
the buffers constructing the top-level tree, the buffer area is 
increased by approximately 2.48%, on average, more than the 
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Table 2. Comparison of clock mesh with maximum skew of ±50 ps between mesh buffers and a slew of 50±10 ps on ISPD 2010 benchmarks.

BA WL µskew σskew Benchmark 

(# sinks) 
Method 

µm2 Ratio µm Ratio ps ps 

[21]_EX 1658.4 1.38 3232546 1.22 29.3 6.9 

[21]_EX with buffer 1891.2 1.58 3232546 1.22 26.1 3.1 

[22]_EX 1108.4 0.92 3232546 1.22 28.4 5.0 
01 

Proposal 1193.2 1.00 2634824 1.00 27.9 4.5 

[21]_EX 2832.5 1.47 3024654 1.18 42.1 9.8 

[21]_EX with buffer 3521.4 1.83 3024654 1.18 38.4 6.1 

[22]_EX 1953.4 1.01 3024654 1.18 40.6 7.3 
02 

Proposal 1923.7 1.00 2542389 1.00 39.8 6.9 

[21]_EX 953.4 1.23 2032485 1.25 19.9 9.6 

[21]_EX with buffer 990.7 1.28 2032485 1.25 14.2 4.4 

[22]_EX 753.4 0.97 2032485 1.25 16.1 6.9 
03 

Proposal 769.4 1.00 1624685 1.00 15.8 5.9 

[21]_EX 1035.2 1.18 2498327 1.27 15.9 8.9 

[21]_EX with buffer 1142.9 1.30 2498327 1.27 11.6 4.5 

[22]_EX 890.6 1.02 2498327 1.27 13.4 5.0 
04 

Proposal 872.6 1.00 1954654 1.00 12.8 4.9 

[21]_EX 893.5 1.21 2456872 1.34 16.7 9.4 

[21]_EX with buffer 953.4 1.30 2456872 1.34 13.1 3.8 

[22]_EX 742.8 1.01 2456872 1.34 15.8 6.4 
05 

Proposal 732.5 1.00 1824648 1.34 14.8 5.8 

 

Table 3. Results of different skew values for mesh buffer input signals. 

Skew variation 

(ps) 
Method 

BA 

%Red 

WL 

%Red 

µskew 

AVG. 

σskew 

AVG. 

[21]_EX 0.00 0.00 26.88 8.42 

[21]_EX with buffer –10.49 0.00 21.89 5.91 

[22]_EX 3.54 0.00 24.04 7.31 
10 

Proposal –2.49 12.2 23.03 7.29 

[21]_EX 0.00 0.00 25.87 6.24 

[21]_EX with buffer –10.49 0.00 21.97 5.07 

[22]_EX 8.65 0.00 24.18 5.98 
30 

Proposal –2.49 12.2 23.17 5.74 

[21]_EX 0.00 0.00 27.45 5.45 

[21]_EX with buffer –10.49 0.00 21.09 4.96 

[22]_EX 7.68 0.00 23.99 5.35 
50 

Proposal –2.49 12.2 22.84 5.11 

[21]_EX 0.00 0.00 26.73 6.70 

[21]_EX with buffer –10.49 0.00 21.65 5.31 

[22]_EX 12.21 0.00 23.98 6.27 
Average 

Proposal –2.49 12.2 23.79 6.05 

Improvement Proposal –2.49 12.2 4.61 0.65 
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conventional method in [21] that was expanded to 3D 
However, instead of a buffer area increased by 2.48%, our 
methods reduce the total wirelength by 12.2%, the clock skew 
by 16.11%, and the clock skew variation by 11.74%, on 
average. 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented effective methods, used in the 
construction of a 3D clock mesh network, for the selection of 
mesh size, TSV insertion, local mesh sizing, and buffer 
assignment. From the simulation results, we verified that our 
proposed mesh size selection, clock TSV insertion, and local 
mesh sizing methods can reduce the total wirelength and that 
the proposed buffer assignment method can reduce the clock 
skew and clock skew variation. The simulation results show 
that the total wirelength is reduced by 12.2%, the clock skew 
by 16.11%, and the clock skew variation by 11.74%; this is  
compared with the conventional method in [21] that was 
expanded to 3D with the same number of clock TSVs as used 
in the proposed methods. These advantages are possible with 
the buffer area increased by 2.49% on the benchmark circuits. 
The above results show that our proposed method can 
construct an effective and powerful 3D clock mesh network. 
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